
A Tale of Two Village Inns 

It is a far, far better thing I do now than I have ever done before: 
By changing allegiances from Inn to Inn

As you enter Simister Village you will pass the Farmer’s Arms on your left. Proceeding to 
the bottom of the slight dip, on your right is the Chalet Bungalow where I lived with my 
Parents during my mid-teens and twenties. Then on your left is The Same Yet where you 
will park and later lunch. In the late 1950’s The Farmer’s Arms was a sporting Inn filled to 
the rafters each and every night. Monthly the Landlord Jack would arrange a coach trip to 
some sporting venue. I think few cared as to where as they were more focused on the 
wooden crates of bottled beer residing on the back row of the coach. When a small coterie 
of friends pointed out that I was being thrown out ‘one too many times,’. I put it down to 
my lippy and smart-a**ed nature. They put it down to me having ’one too many’ too 
frequently.

  It was then decided that we would move our endeavours to The Same Yet, where Cecil 
the landlord was far more accommodating as he needed the money. Here the Locals drank 
and played nine-spot dominos of a Friday night. A clever friend and I would join them. 
They thought I was clever as he, my friend, couldn’t hold his dominos without everyone 
seeing them. He used the box containing all the dominos to couch his in; we frequently 
won. One of the players, in order to square his gaming debts sold his hovel to the local Pig 
Farmer, the pigs were not best pleased nor the ducks in the pond as he then joined them to 
live on a gaudily coloured Lilo. He occasionally became deflated. (Can this be true)?

  The unusual name of the Inn came about because the then landlord when asked by the 
Sign writer what to paint said ‘Same Yet’ meaning as it was before. However the Sign 
writer took him literally and painted his spoken words. As the paint dried so the name 
stuck.

  Crossing the lane opposite from the Inn, over a few muddy fields, you will join 
Nutt Lane, here again, could there have been a misunderstanding?

  On the left is (or was) a faded, whitish house which I would visit. As I knocked on the 
door out sprang a five-foot six Alsatian dog pinning me to the wall. Shortly after this a 
large lady with straight, greying hair; dressed in faded pink with a gown which had 
something of the night about it would give the dog a good kicking. As it yowled away she 
replaced the dog’s position against me whilst smoking a Fragrant Cloud cigarette and 
holding a fair tot of the old G&T in an Irish cut glass tumbler. This all usually occurred at 
about 10.30am. She then regaled me as to what a complete b****** her husband was 
whenever he chose to turn up and how unmanageable were the children, which they 
clearly demonstrated for me. She would explain her complexities, worries and 
uncertainties. I felt truly sorry for the woman. I had simply gone round to pay the monthly 
rent on the garage I used to the rear of their property for my current model of Mini 
Coopers(?). She would never take a penny.

  On the right is then St. George’s Church named as one of my Grandchildren. The corner 
building is the Village Community Centre, which used to be a school. As my Parents were 
afraid I might be thrown out, I went to school elsewhere!

I may have inadvertently implied that then I drank a lot. Most of it I spilled.
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